The number displayed before the
letters KWh shows how many
kilowatt-hours or units that has
passed through the meter since it
was installed.

There are 4 displays shown on your
AMI meters’ screen. Each display
lasts for 6 seconds, then the cycle
repeats again. By looking at the
letters on the right hand side of the
screen you can tell what screen you
are in.
Screen 2 which tells the present
kilowatt-hour reading has the letters
KWh in the right hand side of the
screen.

If you want to monitor from your
meter how many units you have used
for the month for yourself then take
the reading any given day and record
the date and time that you have read
the meter. One month later at about
the same time read your meter again.
Subtract the reading that you got one
month ago from the present reading
and the result is the number of kWh
(units) you used in the past month.
Domlec is committed to providing
a reliable and efficient supply of
Note that although meters are being electricity to Dominica at a fair and
read every day there is a specific
reasonable price.
time of the month when your meter
will be read for billing. If you want
We strive constantly to find new
your readings coincide with DOMand innovative ways to operate, so
LEC billing dates you then find out that you the customer will save
which days your meter is being read money. That’s why we are pleased
monthly. You can get this informa- to introduce the AMI Meter Smart
tion by looking at your bills or
Meter Reading System both for
calling DOMLEC’s commercial
Pre-Paid and Post Paid meters,
department to find out. Here is an
which is beneficial to Domlec
example below.
and the customer.

Meter Readings (Screen 2 kWh)
10460 Today’s Reading
10260 Last Month’s Reading
200 ( Usage for the past month
– kWh)

